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Building that Crucial First Week
How can you build
community in a virtual
classroom?
Agenda
1) Social and Teacher Presence
2) Routine and Expectations
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Building Community
Social presence is “the ability
of participants to identify
with the community,
communicate purposefully in
a trusting environment, and
develop inter-personal
relationships by way of
projecting their individual
personalities” (Garrison,
2009).

Teaching presence is “the
design, facilitation, and
direction of cognitive and
social processes for the
purpose of realizing
personally meaningful and
educational worthwhile
learning outcomes”
(Garrison, 2009).

Intersection:
● Setting climate
● Supporting discourse

Teacher Presence: Where do students see you?
Create a short welcome video. (3 points and 3 minutes max)
1)
2)
3)

Introduce yourself so they can actually see and hear you at least once.
Provide a little about your background that shows your qualifications and why
you are interested in this course.
Point to a few highlights of the course that the students can look forward to.
“You will have the opportunity to….”

Remember: This is not a lecture, or even a mini lecture.
If you include a lecture video, make it a separate video.
Send a welcome message to students in Moodle before or on the first day of the
course with your contact information.

Teaching Presence
●

Contribute regularly (weekly) to the Announcements discussion forum
○
○
○
○

●

Highlight topics or activities to look forward to in the coming week
Reflect on previous achievements or topics
Encourage students and spur interest in relevant current events
Students cannot reply but they will be able to “see” that you are there.

Invite questions in the Ask the Instructor discussion forum
(Use email only for private confidential correspondence.)
○ FAQ - Frequently Asked Questions section
If a question is asked more than once you could add it to an FAQ section.

Making Connections in a Virtual Classroom
Points to consider:
○
○
○
○
○

Direct contact: response times, availability (day/time)
Synchronous one on one meetings: means (Skype, telephone) and availability options
Your role within course: Participating in discussions? When checking in each day? Will this
change as course progresses?
Synchronous sessions: when, frequency, how used?
Expectations of students:
■ Assessment timelines
■ guidance for communicating when can’t participate actively for examples
■ expectations of students re: response time

Icebreakers / Warmers: Purposes
● Team building / introductions
● Assessing prior knowledge
● Introducing a topic

Introductions
●

Self-introductions:
○
○

●

Eight Nouns
○

●

Collage of pictures or images that best describe themselves

Two Truths and One Lie
○

●

Post 8 nouns that describe themselves and explain why each is representative

Five Pictures
○

●

Most interesting combine personal and professional information
Interests, goals for course, hobbies, vacations

Share three statements, two are true and one is a lie. Fellow class members ask questions to
try to determine which is false.

Map Activity
○
○

Post introduction and perhaps picture on map, can use padlet
https://rru.padlet.org/ctet_admin/LRNT525_2020

Introduction: Indigenous Approach
Take a more Indigenous approach when describing yourself in your personal profile. Include any
or all of the items listed below.
●

●
●

What type of land and water is most significant to you? What mountain? What prairie? What
river? What ocean? (These elements represent the natural world that you come from and were
there before you.).
Who are your ancestors or people? (The larger group(s) you belong to that is greater than you
as an individual.)
What name do you go by? (Your name comes last to show respect and honouring those things
that are greater than you.)

You will likely also want to include something about your teaching and work background,
knowledge of the course, hobbies, and so on. Alternatively, consider recording and posting a
short, introductory video.

Two Truths and a Lie
I was married in New York.
I taught English in Japan.

AshtonNekolah / CC BY-SA
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)

I’m a Girl Guide leader.

Grouping Activities
Students can be asked to describe something and then their responses
can be used to sort them into groups for a follow up activity.
Examples include:
○ Window Scene: describe the scene outside of their window
○ Dinner Party: describe their last or favourite meal
○ Favourite _______
○ Relate to class content - topic that interests them the most?

https://ce.uwex.edu/wpcontent/uploads/2015/0
5/IceBreaker.pdf

Establishing a Routine
●
●

Each week post an announcement or video giving students a sense of what
they should focus on that week (teacher voice)
Establish a weekly rhythm so students know what to expect. For example:
○
○
○
○
○

●

Friday: assign readings
Monday: virtual office hour
Tuesday: discussion forum post due
Wednesday: synchronous session - focus on problem solving or concept application
Thursday/Friday: response to ss initial forum posts due

Let ss know if routine changing
○

group work later in course, presentations may alter usual routine.
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The Core Rules of Netiquette - Virginia Shea
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Remember the human
Adhere to the same standards of behaviour online that you follow in real life.
Know where you are in cyberspace.
Respect other people’s time and bandwidth.
Make yourself look good online.
Share expert knowledge.
Help keep flame wars under control.
Respect other people’s privacy.
Don’t abuse your power.
Be forgiving of other people’s mistakes.
Netiquette Online

Discussion Guidelines
●

Engage frequently.This will get the discussion going and will help the conversation flow. At the same time, don’t be
offended if people don’t respond immediately. Many students are unable to participate every day.

●

Use emoticons. Exclamation points, smiley faces and other emoticons may not be appropriate in formal
communications, but they can be very useful in online discussions to replace the facial expressions and body
language you use in face-to-face conversation.

●

Don’t leap to conclusions. Without visual and nonverbal cues, it can difficult to interpret the tone of another’s
message. Ask for clarification if you are unsure about the intent of a post.

●

Keep posts short. Paragraphs should be four to six sentences long and properly capitalized and punctuated.

●

Be open to opposing ideas. Expect that at times your ideas may be challenged, perhaps in ways that aren’t
comfortable.

●

Phrase opposing views respectfully. If you disagree with a post or statement, take time to re-read your response
before posting it.

●

Be a good group member. If you are part of a group discussion, inform group members if you're going to be absent
from the discussion for any length of time.

Course Setup Checklist
❏

Edit and upload a Course Schedule with calendar dates.

❏

Populate the Moodle course calendar.

❏

Update your settings in Moodle to ensure that you receive all notifications of messages,
assignments, etc.

❏

Create a welcome announcement.

❏

Post a welcome video on the course landing page and / or an introduction in the
introductory discussion forum.

❏

Choose an icebreaker activity for the first week. Set up activity in Moodle.

Week One Checklist
❏

Send a Welcome Message with your contact information if you haven’t already done so.

❏

Post an announcement or video directing students to the important tasks they should focus on this
week.
Communicate “Your Presence” in the course.
Set a due date for Icebreaker activity (may have more than one stage) and other expectations
Participate in Icebreaker yourself. Suggest making sure first icebreaker isn’t dependant upon pairs
as some may be arriving late in course and others may drop out.
Check in on registered students who have not logged in to the course (suggest early in the week)
Check on any discussion forums daily, respond to students and make feel welcome. (Participate in
Discussions by providing feedback, guidance, follow-up questions, or recent articles or resources
that may be of interest.)
At end of week, summarize icebreaker to give sense of community to the group - We all . .. Some of
us . . . , etc

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

❏

A Good Online Facilitator
·

Creates a welcoming and safe environment where participants feel they can express their ideas
(ensuring netiquette is followed, establishing norms and expectations for participation, modeling good
netiquette, providing prompt feedback, managing conflict as needed).

·

Uses good questions and probes to further student interest, engagement, and deeper learning
(prompt feedback, summarizing answers).

·

Provides appropriate course management (monitors discussion forums, organizes group work,
provides/follows a course schedule, uses “Announcements” tool to provide course updates).

·

Provides prompt and timely feedback and responses where required such as assignments,
discussions and student questions.

·

Manages own workload and time.

Additional Resources
Ice Breaker Activities https://ce.uwex.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/05/IceBreaker.pdf
6 Engaging Icebreakers for Your Online Students (creative ones here)
https://www.leveragingelearning.com/lel-blog/6-engaging-icebreakers-for-your-online-students
Online Warm Ups & Energizers
https://blog.mural.co/online-warm-ups-energizers#warm-up
21st Century Icebreakers
https://www.teacherswithapps.com/21st-century-icebreakers-10-ways-to-get-to-know-your-student
s-with-technology/
20 Online Energizers
https://www.sessionlab.com/blog/online-energizers/#three-wishes

